Captured: Gowns & Crowns, Book 2 (Volume 2)

For beautiful, pampered Lauren Grant, the idea of love without strings is a fairy tale and a trap.
Though she’s skillfully maintained her image as the carefree celebutante, for years she’s been
systematically stalked by the richest—and most ruthless—golden boy of the Jet Set. To stay
one step ahead, she’s used every resource at her disposal. But now, stuck in Garronia with the
whole world watching, she’s finally cornered by her nemesis, with no way out. Well, no way
out but one: the stubborn, forceful, impossibly gorgeous captain of the Garronia National
Security Force, Dimitri Korba. The first man she’s ever trusted… which makes him the most
dangerous man of all. Dimitri Korba’s greatest duty is to keep those in his care safe. Since
losing his closest friend, hes vowed that he will not fail another. Not even the haughty,
foolhardy American blonde whom he can’t get out of his mind. And once Dimitri glimpses the
terror Lauren hides behind her icily perfect facade, protecting her becomes his only goal.
Dimitri has no idea how far his commitment will take him, however, nor how powerful his
need for Lauren will flare when she’s not only in his care, but in his arms. With each stolen
moment, the danger around them intensifies, burning away every doubt…until all that remains
is their fierce, unexpected passion. But will that be enough to save them?
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ISBN: 1-943768-09-9 / 978-1-943768-09-7 (USA edition) Publisher: Elewyn Part 2 is said to
contain reports of other monuments the same goes for vol. Bombay I have not yet had the
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